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Watch confidence soar as children master 100 sight words&#151;the words most commonly

encountered in any text. Children read more fluently, write with greater ease, and spell more

accurately when they know these high-frequency words! These fun, ready-to-go practice pages let

kids trace, copy, manipulate, cut and paste, and write each sight word on their own. Features words

from the Dolch Word List, a commonly recognized core of sight words. Also includes games and

extension activities. For use with Grades K-2.
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I was amazed to see the bad reviews. Is this workbook more fun than Nintendo? UMMM, no, it is a

workbook. I use it to reinforce what we have been learning in other more visually stimulating books.

Do look at the pages and notice that the student gets to cut out the letters of the word and paste

them for one of the activities. She LOVES that and it gives her practice with her motor skills. This

book is a great resource that I use often. The last thing asked is for the child to use the sight word in

a sentence. So on one page you get the word to trace, then the word to write on your own, the word

to cut out and paste, then a sentence to write the word into and last of all you get to make your own

sentence with the word. So you have reading, hand writing, cutting and pasting and creative writing

all on one page. What more could you really ask for? This is a solid book that gets right to the skills



children need to learn in short simple lessons.

This book has the potential to be an excellent book, however you only get half a book if you let your

kid cut out the words on the bottom to paste in the sentence. Unless you copy the backs of every

page, the word on the back is useless. I thought they would be printed differently to where you get a

word to cut and paste on both sides.

Take the time to use the "Look Inside" feature to look at the cover, which adequately shows the

content. Each word is presented individually, just as shown. While it is certainly a good idea to have

children write a sight word, see it in a sentence, and manipulate letters in the appropriate order, my

special education primary students were bored after two of them and were not successful reading

the word later in the day. For a better value that will give you results and provide a good review

cycle of preceding words, try something like More Sight Word Stories by Gloria Lapin. Young

students love the minibook format, and they can both read them in class and reread them as

homework.

My son gets lessons very similar to these from his kindergarten class and enjoys doing them, so I

bought this book to supplement the work. The lessons themselves are great however unless you

plan on photo copying the back side of each lesson then only one side of the lesson can be used for

the cut out portion of the exercise. Each page consists of a cut out where words are cut out to paste

on the work sheet, however the back page also has this and the cut out portion is in the same

location. So on each double sided page, (unless you photocopy each back side) you have to

choose which one to do because when you cut out the word for one page to glue on, you have cut

the same section for the backside page. Basically if you do not want to tear out and copy one side

of each work sheet you are only getting a half book!

I do not understand why the company thought it was a good idea to have cut and paste words at the

bottom of each page(back and front). As soon as you cut out(and paste) the word at the bottom of

the front page, you no longer have the word for the bottom of the back page. How could this be

overlooked by the company, Scholastic- I truly expected better from such a reputable company.. I

feel as though I just wasted my money.. The only solution would be to make copies of every single

page and use it that way.. If you don't mind re-printing the entire book, this will be perfect for you!

The content is great, I only wish Scholastic took the time to fix this horrible layout..



This easy to use, high frequency reproducible is a wonderful resource to help your students become

familiar with and practice using 100 words from the Dolch list. Every kindergarten teacher at my

school uses it. Great product!

When your child cuts the letters out, at the bottom of the worksheet, to spell the sight word, it cuts

up the letters on the opposite side of the sheet... so your child can't do both pages properly. Why

didn't they offset the letters on the flip side of the page, so that the child could do both sides? I

mean, this seems like an obvious mistake, and definitely one that an editor should have caught.I'm

very disappointed.

I purchased this one for my 5yr old son. Each page introduces a word and let kids practice the word

and make a sentence with the word at the bottom. This is a well-made practicing book for

Kindergarteners.
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